
At Home Art Lessons 
Teacher: Mrs. Perucca 

Email: operucca@stpaulonthelake.org 
 

All students (Kindergarten - 8th 
grade) are expected to spend a 
minimum of 50 minutes, twice a 
week, on their Art lessons.  
All lessons can be found under 
the “At Home Lessons” tab at: 
www.stpaulart.wix.com/spcs  
*Because not all students have access to the art supplies provided in class, I have made many 
plans for students to choose from.  
 
Lessons to be Completed:  
Kindergarten-2nd Grade: Students must complete TWO of the lessons listed on the 
St. Paul Art website.  
3rd - 8th Grade: Students must complete ONE of the lessons listed on the St. Paul Art 
website and complete the written assignment (which is attached below). 
*The assignment and a teacher example of the assignment are also on the website. If you are 
unable to print the document, you may write your answers on a piece of loose leaf. 
 
Turn in: 
When we return to school, students must bring their written assignments, physical 
artwork, or pictures of what they created during their time at home. Pictures can be 
printed or emailed to me at operucca@stpaulonthelake.org 
 
Grading: 
Students will be graded on the following for artwork:  

1. EFFORT - Did you put your best effort into your artwork/assignment? 
2. CREATIVITY - Did you use your creativity to make this artwork your own? 
3. CRAFTSMANSHIP - Was your artwork created with care? Did you pay attention 

to the small details (pencil lines, consistent coloring, etc.)? 
Students will be graded on the following for written work: 

1. Did you successfully communicate why the two pieces you chose are your 
favorite? 

2. Did you successfully compare AND contrast the two artworks? 
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Name:______________________________ 
 
Class Code:_______ 

My Two Favorite Artworks 
 

Search through an art book or the internet and find TWO pieces of art that you enjoy. The two 
pieces cannot be by the same artist or from the same art movement. Try to find two pieces that 
are from different times in history or made from two different mediums.  
 

1. Name of the Artwork:_____________________________________________________ 

Artist:_______________________________________________________________ 

Medium (Paint, Drawing, Sculpture, etc.): __________________________________ 

Year(s) Created:__________________ 

Why is this one of your favorite artworks? (Include as many details as possible.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Name of the Artwork:_____________________________________________________ 

Artist:_______________________________________________________________ 

Medium (Paint, Drawing, Sculpture, etc.): __________________________________ 

Year(s) Created:__________________ 

Why is this one of your favorite artworks? (Include as many details as possible.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Compare and Contrast - Write, in full sentences, about the similarities and differences between 
the two artworks you’ve chosen. You need to have at least two reasons in each section below. 
 

1. How are your two favorite artworks similar to one another? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. How are your two favorite artworks different from one another? 
 


